When does it become your legal obligation to safeguard information?
Discover security challenges, rewards and best practices for protecting data. Topics include:

Types of Private Information.
Discover the difference between two basic types of private information (disposable and detrimental) and why one is more sensitive than the other.

The Truth About Hacking.
The entertainment industry’s portrayal of hackers zooming through 3D models is a far cry from reality. A hacker spends hours reading code or completing network analysis searching for flaws that will give them access. That said, there are much more user-friendly hacking “packages” that are available for sale or downloading, giving hackers an unfortunately low barrier to entry.

Virtual Private Network (VPN): The Safer Solution.
If your firm has its own email server, a VPN connection to your network is a safe solution. Discover how this secure tunnel funnels and encrypts your web activity through your firm’s secure connection.

The Safeguards of Multi-Factor Authentication.
Increase difficulty for hackers by adding protective authentication measures beyond a username and password.

Securely Conducting Virtual Depositions.
Learn how to safely take depositions remotely via webcam.

Implications of Using The Cloud.
Navigate through what defines The Cloud and the differing opinions on how it impacts the legal field.

Password Policies.
Simple password precautions can protect your firm and your clients. We’ll discuss the importance of quality passwords and some solutions for keeping your data safe.

Contact your local representative or register to reserve your seat at: veritext.com/cle

Veritext provides superior court reporting and litigation services to the legal industry. With a proven track record of industry excellence, Veritext is the established leader in providing technology-driven deposition and litigation support services to law firms and corporations. For more information, go to www.veritext.com.